
Cape Sounio  
Autumn’s  

Sun Retreat
21st to 23rd October 2016

Revitalize Body and Soul 
With the Cape of Myth as your backdrop Athens - Sounio

The three day experience includes:

• Bungalow accommodation (two nights)

• full board (breakfast, lunch, dinner)

• a full program of holistic therapeutic techniques for the body and soul

• special discount for selected spa therapies



A place exuding energy. Two inspiring and experienced teachers, Apostolia Papadamaki and Alexandros 

Surya Deva. Four unique techniques that provide balance to body and soul. Fourty-eight hours of 

holistic wellness.

In one of the most beautiful seasons of the year, where nature and sea are soothed by the autumn sun 

and everything is peaceful, Grecotel Cape Sounio invites you to a weekend of ultimate rejuvenation. 

Ancient wellness practices coupled with the location’s energy force provide a unique experience, 

catalytic for the body and soul. All this, against the backdrop of the imposing Temple of Poseidon. 

AuTumn’s sun ReTReAT sTORies: PAckAges And cOsTs
Bungalow accommodation with sea and Temple of Poseidon views, full board, special discounts for 

selected Cape Sounio Elixir Spa therapies and a full program of holistic therapies to create balance to 

your body and soul: exclusively designed for you and your needs, the Grecotel Cape Sounio’s Autumn 

Sun Retreat packages will offer you precious relaxation moments, donned with Grecotel’s signature 

hospitality.  Discover them!

cape sounio Autumn’s sun Retreat  (3 day Package)

Experience Cost

 • participation in the full program of holistic therapies for the body and soul

• 2 nights stay in bungalow accommodation with views to the Temple of Poseidon 

• full board (breakfast, lunch, dinner)

• special discounts for selected Spa therapies 

1 person: 300€ 

2 person: 600€



The programme*
day 1: Friday, 21/10

15.00:  Arrival

18.00 - 19.15:   KUNDALINI MEDITATION with Αlexandros Surya Deva (at the glass room next to the Cape 
Sounio Elixir Spa) 

19.15 - 19.30:  Juice/Drinks (for vegetarians)

19.30 - 21.00:  FLOATING BODY with Apostolia Papadamaki (Cape Sounio Elixir Spa)

21.30:  Dinner

day 2: saturday, 22/10 

08.30 - 09.30:   HATHA YOGA &PRANAYAMA with Αlexandros Surya Deva (room TBD)

09.30 - 10.30:  IMPULSE DANCE (Cape Sounio Elixir Spa)

10.30 - 11.30:  Breakfast 

11.30 - 12.30:  Free time

12.30 - 13.30:  Garden Tour and Meditation with Αpostolia and Sifi.

13.30 - 17.00:  Lunch & Free time (LUNCH, REST, SWIM) 

17.00 - 18.15:   KUNDALINI MEDITATION with Αlexandros Surya Deva (Cape Sounio Elixir Spa)

18.30 - 19.45:  FLOATING BODY with Apostolia Papadamaki (Cape Sounio Elixir Spa)

20.30:  Dinner

day 3, sunday, 23/10 

08.30 - 10.00:  HATHA YOGA NIDRA with Αlexandros Surya Deva (Cape Sounio Elixir Spa)

10.00 - 11.00:  Breakfast 

11.00 - 12.00:  Free time

12.00 - 14.00:  FLOATING BODY with Apostolia Papadamaki 

14.00 - 15.00:  Lunch

*The location of each lesson are in parenthesis 



FLOATing BOdY
Τaking advantage of the absence of gravity when the body is 
in the water, this holistic therapeutic technique takes place 
on the water’s surface, with participants working in couples, 
aiming for the body’s deepest state of relaxation.  This 
therapy is suitable for participants 12-80 years old and is 
ideal for bonding between couples and family members, and 
pregnant women at any stage of their pregnancy.

HATHA YOgA
Famous as the yoga which unites pairs of opposites 
(ha=sun, tha=moon), hatha yoga is the yoga of 
harmonization, since its long tradition teaches that body 
and breath are in absolute connection with the mind and 
our emotional state. This collaboration helps the growth of 
concentration during exercise as well as in daily life and in 
our daily activities and work.

PuLse –imPuLse dAnce
Based on dancing and the way our pulse is experienced 
through it, this therapy aims to relax the joints and liberate 
the senses in the maximum degree through shifting the pulse 
in different parts of the body, accompanied by specially 
selected music. Suitable for participants aged 12-70 years.

kundALini YOgA
Kundalini yoga is one of the most ancient yoga techniques. Each line 

of exercises of Kundalini is connected with concrete breathing that 

intensifies the results of each exercise in order to release the energy from 

the inferior centres of our body, allowing it to ascend. Perfect for all those 

who are not only seeking their body’s well-being but also intellectual 

elevation. The course includes kundalini yoga exercises, meditation, 

mantras, pranayama and various mountras. It is recommended that those 

who practice it wear white or light-colored clothes. 

Apostolia Papadamaki
Apostolia Papadamaki is an internationally acclaimed choreographer 
and performer. Apostolia studied release contemporary dance and 
contact improvisation in New York, next to influential personalities 
in the field of dance and has served as artistic director of Sine qua 
non dance co (until 2001) and of Quasi Stellar dance co (from 
2002 until today). After 20 years of ongoing studies and research 
on movement Apostolia, founded Biomatic Anatomy, a holistic 
approach to movement that expands to Pulse Impulse Dance and 
Floating Body. In her methods there are no boundaries of age, body 
structure, nationality, identity.

Alexander Surya Deva
Alexander Surya Deva is a yoga teacher since 1999, and the man 
who brought the art of Gong & Ichotherapeia to Greece. He studied 
for eight years near teachers Maha Guru Puk Wayan & Maha Guru 
Puk Katut in Bali where he learned the art of Hatha, Kundalini yoga 
& of the Crystal therapy. In 2003 he founded the «Surya Bali Yoga 
Gong Spirit School» in Argiroupoli.
He continued his apprenticeship in Greece in the Satyanada Yoga 
system through Swami Sevaratna and made kriya yoga in Omakoeio 
Athens also attended Ashtanga & Iyegar yoga seminars. Ηe has 
achieved teacher training-level 1 of Kundalini Yoga with the Yogi 
Bajan method in 2008 and level 2 in 2015. He also practices the 
method reflexology Sat Guru Charan of Yogi Bajan.

Teachers’ cVs


